
Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rick Claypool  to: IndependentSpending 10/21/2015 04:41 PM
Please respond to rclaypool

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rick Claypool

Pittsburgh, PA 15221



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jed Aicher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to jetzun

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jed Aicher

Sleepy Hollow, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Glenn Hufnagel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to gphufnagel

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Glenn Hufnagel

Buffalo, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tia Triplett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to tia

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tia Triplett

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marjorie Moss  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to moss_m

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Marjorie Moss

Del Mar, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Hughes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to mbhughes

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Hughes

Federal Way, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Guthrie  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to guthrie

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Guthrie

Columbia, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
CAROL LAITINEN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to CAROLYNEDUNARDPH

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

CAROL LAITINEN

SAINT LOUIS, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Goldstein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:28 AM
Please respond to susanrgoldstein

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Susan Goldstein

Alamo, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Myrna Sak  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to jasmine

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Myrna Sak

Saratoga Springs, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
R Elosua  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to relosua

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

R Elosua

albq., NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bruce Wells  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to bassdoc

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Bruce Wells

Winfield, KS 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
j howse  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to jhowse

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

j howse

Tulsa, OK



Comment re: REG 2015-04
J. V. Tyler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to jvtyler

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

J. V. Tyler

Dallas, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Koko Kittell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to kokoblea

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Koko Kittell

Newark, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jerry Peavy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to pvphoto

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jerry Peavy

Chico, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Larry Bulling  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to Larry .bulling

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Larry Bulling

Corvallis, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Claudia Parola  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:29 AM
Please respond to claudia_parola

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Claudia Parola

Los Angeles, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Hillary Buckingham  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to hg2bee

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Hillary Buckingham

Hastings on Hudson, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stanley M. Byer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to smbyer 3

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stanley M. Byer

West Sand Lake, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Keith D'Alessandro  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to keith0305

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Keith D'Alessandro

Canton, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Catherine Janssen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to catdean

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Catherine Janssen

murrieta, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dorian Sarris  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to dorian .sarris

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dorian Sarris

Craftsbury, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
E Robbins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to eloise .g.robbins

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

E Robbins

Chesterbrook, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Nowack  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to JNowack

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Nowack

Highland, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rebecca Dries  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to rebeccalinn 07

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rebecca Dries

Decatur, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joshua Bastian  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to hitbybus

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joshua Bastian

El Sobrante, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Howard Holmes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to bhunter

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Howard Holmes

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chip Henneman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to ww2buff39_45

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Chip Henneman

Layton, UT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Nagle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to nagle

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Nagle

Pittsburgh, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Matthew Katinsky  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to mkatinsky

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Matthew Katinsky

Fort Wayne, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tansy Myer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to Tansym

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tansy Myer

Venice, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carolyn Peters-Eckel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to caeckel

Super PACS which are backed by people with money and power are in it for just 
that. Money and power. they do not care about good legislation or rights of 
people.
The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carolyn Peters-Eckel

Feasterville, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ruth Shaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to rshaw

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ruth Shaw

Roseville, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pat Chefalo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to pachef

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. electi

Pat Chefalo

Rochester, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michelle Fawcett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to mf567

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michelle Fawcett

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ron & Lynn Laupheimer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to rlaupheimer

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ron & Lynn Laupheimer

San Francisco, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ellen Duncan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:30 AM
Please respond to eduncan

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ellen Duncan

Ferndale, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Catherine Mason  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to cdmgrandma

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Catherine Mason

Riverside, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dianne Kocer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to diannekmx

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dianne Kocer

Brush Prairie, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Helen Hughes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to hhughes4274

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Helen Hughes

St Louis Park, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ira Srole  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to ira .49

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ira Srole

Rochester, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Kelly  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to fuzzyeuclid

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Kelly

Flemington, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Robinson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to rdrandccr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Robinson

Arroyo Grande, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Josefina Vidal  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to 2thejoyoflife

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Josefina Vidal

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alice McElroy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to alice .mcelroy

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alice McElroy

SEQUIM, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Melanie Feder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to oregonmjf

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Melanie Feder

Philomath, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Waller Collie  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to sonnycollie

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Waller Collie

DeSoto, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Zoe Brown  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to zb5935

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Zoe Brown

New Orleans, LA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judith Rayl  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to pwrcat71

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Judith Rayl

Manhattan, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John AND Jean Fleming   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to johnandjeanfleming

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John AND Jean Fleming

Lakeville, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Laursen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to riclau

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Richard Laursen

Kirkland, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eduardo Ojeda  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to ojeda30

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eduardo Ojeda

Lakeland, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
C Koch  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to chuckkoch

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

C Koch

Philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Viktor Zavadsky  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to viktor .zavadsky

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Viktor Zavadsky

Washington, DC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Marie Suits  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to dlamkin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lynn Marie Suits

Ann Arbor, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joyce Peters  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to jolpeters

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joyce Peters

Columbia, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Laura Silverman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to lgsilverman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Laura Silverman

West Nyack, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elaine Berg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to elaine_berg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elaine Berg

Simi Valley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vincent Paviglianiti  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to writepav

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Vincent Paviglianiti

Clinton Township, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mill Miller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to w002mwm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mill Miller

Beavercreek, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Dickinson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to nancydickey

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy Dickinson

University City, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Griesi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:31 AM
Please respond to chebabe

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda Griesi

Tucson, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen McGee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to kathleencmcgee

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathleen McGee

Bowdoinham, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michelle Ku  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to Michelle _Ku

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michelle Ku

Denver, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
RP Goetz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to goetzr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

RP Goetz

Langhorne, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charles Cox  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to carlusjr

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Charles Cox

Arcata, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Keith Bagge  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to kbagge

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Keith Bagge

Roseville, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Erica Chahal  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to echahal333

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Erica Chahal

Oakland, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
duane patrick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to duanepatrick

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

duane patrick

Flower Mound, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Martha Shaunessy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to mshaunes

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Martha Shaunessy

Lewisburg, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Janice Macwilliams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to janmacwill

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Janice Macwilliams

Portland, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cathy Holden  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to holdenresearch

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cathy Holden

Sacramento, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Saab Lofton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to saablofton

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Saab Lofton

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Clay Wright  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to cawangel

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Clay Wright

Charlotte, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Clay Wright  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to cawangel

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Clay Wright

Charlotte, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Blackwell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to janeparkinblackwell

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jane Blackwell

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jacques Zakin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to zakin .1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jacques Zakin

Dublin, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Allan Staton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to astaton

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Allan Staton

Curryville, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Sears  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to miksearp

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Sears

Sandy, UT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lawrence Ness  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to ness

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lawrence Ness

Reston, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
j Angell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to jangell

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

j Angell

rescue, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Danny Danigan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to ddanigan

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Danny Danigan

Lone Tree, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anna Bower  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to ambulldog 9

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Anna Bower

Williamsport, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joe Pardee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to joepardee

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joe Pardee

Pasadena, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sarah Egolf  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to sarah .egolf

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sarah Egolf

Broomfield, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom Kozel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to tkozel

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tom Kozel

Clarksville, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy R Griffith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to rahijasaad

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy R Griffith

Sacramento, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Beato  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to beato8644

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Beato

Elgin, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Amy Van Devender  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to asvande

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Amy Van Devender

Boone, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Kane  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to markkane

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mark Kane

Des Moines, IA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Meredith West  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to mawest06

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Meredith West

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ann Ruffier  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to annieruf

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ann Ruffier

clarksville, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Sahl  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to tomcam 805

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Thomas Sahl

Parma Hts., OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Franco Ortega  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to francopdx

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Franco Ortega

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carlene Jenner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to gramjenner

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Carlene Jenner

Tempe, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
jacqueline knable  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to jhknable 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

jacqueline knable

Hendersonville, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Deborah Gouge  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:32 AM
Please respond to DeborahBahara

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Deborah Gouge

Pittsburgh, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rae Amey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to rae.amey

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rae Amey

Ojai, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bill Rosenthal  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to brosent

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Bill Rosenthal

Rego Park, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Cottle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to dlcott 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Daniel Cottle

Portsmouth, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Csaszar  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to jcsaszar

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Csaszar

Fleetwood, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom Brink  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to brinktom

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tom Brink

York, NE



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dale Lennon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to Dlennon

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Dale Lennon

Kent, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donald Boys  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to donaldboys

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Donald Boys

Hope, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Claude van Lingen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to claudevanlingen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Claude van Lingen

Austin, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carlene Jenner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to gramjenner

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Carlene Jenner

Tempe, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marilyn Mueller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to mmuelle 7

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marilyn Mueller

Alpharetta, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joe Pacal  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to joepacal

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joe Pacal

Fort Defiance, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Cone  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to paulkcone

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Paul Cone

Portland, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to majohn3

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Johnson

Lone Tree, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Pivovarnick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to john.pivovarnick

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Pivovarnick

Dunmore, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
richard lang  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to richard .lang

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

richard lang

cincinnati, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alice Klein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to klein02420

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alice Klein

Lexington, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Sedivy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to richard

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Sedivy

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dean Peerman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to dean_peerman

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dean Peerman

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to kjpueblo 22

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathleen Johnson

Reno, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ben Moss  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to jbenmoss

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ben Moss

Shreveport, LA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donna Estes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to destes76

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Donna Estes

Toledo, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michele Flynn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to flynnconsult

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michele Flynn

Nashville, TN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Andrew Frey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to arfrey 00

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Andrew Frey

Pasadena, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Graver  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to marygrvr 1112

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Graver

fort collins, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Maggi Hayes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to mehayes

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Maggi Hayes

Williston, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Steinbach  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to steinbach .john

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Steinbach

Liverpool, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Leslie Burby  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to ljburby

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Leslie Burby

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dane Bowen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to dbowen5

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

I really can't tell you how fed up most people are with the Citizens United 
fiasco. We need to limit the 1% when it comes to corrupting our democratic 
process.

Dane Bowen

Mint Hill, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pat Chefalo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to pachef

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Pat Chefalo

Rochester, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Wingerter   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to jjw1026

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joseph Wingerter

Saint Louis, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fern Schlesinger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to fern .schlesinger

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Fern Schlesinger

Bronx, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ranjit & Thilani De Silva  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to ranthila

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ranjit & Thilani De Silva

Asheville, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Nolter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to streamlinetn

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Nolter

Knoxville, TN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julie Bohnet  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to golden

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Julie Bohnet

Willits, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pauline Alama  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:33 AM
Please respond to paulinejalama

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Pauline Alama

Rutherford, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Lampson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to John

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Lampson

Goodyear, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jenn Scollan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to jennsco77

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jenn Scollan

Austin, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gary Matthews  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to gamatthews 03

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gary Matthews

Cary, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Klein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to m_klein

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mark Klein

Brookline, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
david kissinger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to dkiss6258

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

david kissinger

weymouth, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Federico Subervi   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to subervi

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Federico Subervi

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom McGraw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to mcgraw.tom

Why should anything have to do with government besides real national security 
be hidden from the public? The only reason is corruption, pure and simple.

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tom McGraw

Plano, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joyce Pustilnik  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to joycepustilnik

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joyce Pustilnik

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Hughes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to frugal

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara Hughes

Sanford, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jean Wilhelm  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to jwilhelm 304

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jean Wilhelm

Eastport,, ME 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Winn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to jane

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jane Winn

Pittsfield, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Abram Abbott  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to auto .ffox

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Abram Abbott

Dover, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Madeline Shaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to mshaw13

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Madeline Shaw

Slaate Hill, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dianne Faucher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to dfaucher

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dianne Faucher

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Eagleton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to eagleton 320

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mark Eagleton

Kirkwood, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Manning  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to jrmscdme

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Manning

San Francisco, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
d Carr  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to draak1702

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections.  The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups.  The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coördinating with super PACs.

d Carr

hanover, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dean Strupp  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to Dstrupp

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Dean Strupp

Little river, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peg LeClair  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to leclairp

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Peg LeClair

Lee, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Bingham  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to richbar

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Bingham

sun valley, ID



Comment re: REG 2015-04
d Goldsmith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to dell .goldsmith

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

d Goldsmith

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Grovenstein   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to eagmt1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elizabeth Grovenstein

Leicester, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Phyllis Arist  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to lesmotsdujour

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Phyllis Arist

Evanston, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Odell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to mjodell 139

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Odell

Ewing, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Douglas Gammell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to dugamel

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Douglas Gammell

Denver, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ray Bustos  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to rbustos

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ray Bustos

Fullerton, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
steve greene  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to ssgreene

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

steve greene

fort collins, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Virginia Hutcheon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to vhutcheon

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Virginia Hutcheon

Matawan, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael DeLoye  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to mikedfla

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael DeLoye

Boynton Beach, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy matthews  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to Info

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nancy matthews

sedona, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Drey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to bob.drey

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Drey

Monerey Park, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ryan Houlette  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to houlette

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ryan Houlette

Cambridge, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gerard Jameson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to gmjameson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gerard Jameson

Hudson, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Claude McDonald  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to mcdonald .3434

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Claude McDonald

San Jose, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marianne Currie  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to currie

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Marianne Currie

Hilton Head Island, SC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Michaelson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to lynnm

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynn Michaelson

Lenexa, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lawrence Moss  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to lmoss

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lawrence Moss

Bloomington, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cheryl Fox  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:34 AM
Please respond to cheryl .fox5

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cheryl Fox

Gainesville, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jay Levine  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to jpl

The FEC must regulate the election process, that's its job. This is a good 
start.

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jay Levine

Ranchos de Taos, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Walter Jaehnig  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to wbjaeh3

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Walter Jaehnig

Carbondale, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elisabeth West  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to west .design

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elisabeth West

Elkins Park, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Andy Trozan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to atrozan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Andy Trozan

Indianapolis, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Greg Leroy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to sbgregleroy

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Greg Leroy

Santa Barbara, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Theresa and Barbara Lamarr   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to library 1890

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Theresa and Barbara Lamarr

Detroit, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cathy Nieman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to cathy .nieman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cathy Nieman

Weaverviille, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carey Graeber  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to careygraeber

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Carey Graeber

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Prutch  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to Dgprutch

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Prutch

Quartzsite, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julia Lezoff  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to Sea_Serpent388

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Julia Lezoff

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Reid  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to rangerreid 32

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eric Reid

Occidental, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
george johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to gartj

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

george johnson

duluth, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendy Palmquist  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to palm

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wendy Palmquist

Plymouth, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
iLah Hartung  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to feathers 121

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

iLah Hartung

Janesville, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Robson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to rhrobo9

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

I WILL BELIEVE CORPORATIONS ARE PERSONS WHEN THE GOVERNOR OF TEXAS PUTS ONE TO 
DEATH!

Robert Robson

Grosse Pointe Woods, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Buckley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to kathleengailbuckley

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” THE FEC SHOULD ENFORCE THIS LAW. THE FEC SHOULD 
ALSO REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF POLITICAL SPENDING AND CLOSE LOOPHOLES THAT ALLOW 
FOREIGN MONEY TO INFLUENCE U.S. ELECTIONS.

Kathleen Buckley

Albuquerque, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lisa Lederer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to lisa .lederer21

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lisa Lederer

Pompano Beach, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Karen Baouche  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to klbaouche

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Karen Baouche

Ellington, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Trevolyn Haines  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to Trevolyn

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Trevolyn Haines

Chino Hills, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cathy McKinley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to cathy .mckinley

Americans deserve the right to know who is contributing because they have 
something to gain!

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cathy McKinley

St. Joseph, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Obeid  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to cjo1942

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Obeid

Bakersville, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linnean Davis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to linneand

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linnean Davis

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donald Stowers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to dons

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Donald Stowers

Houston, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Francis Hall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to flangstonhall

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Francis Hall

Duluth, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Miroslav Remec  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to miroslav .remec

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Miroslav Remec

Nashville, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jon Fox-MajUSMCRRet  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to jfox2726

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Come out of the 9/11 cover up closet. Who blew up the WTC & Pentagon AND 
anthraxed congress & the press in Sept of 2001? Stop false flag terror,  
www.rethink911.org

Jon Fox-MajUSMCRRet

Wheat Ridge, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Grant  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to slsgrant

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynn Grant

Fort Myers, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Delayne Auerbach  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to Dnauerbach 13

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Delayne Auerbach

Aptos, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elisa Evett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to duccio44

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Elisa Evett

Brooktondale, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Yerks  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to tyerks

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Yerks

Springfield, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
eric weissberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to eweissberg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

eric weissberg

woodstock, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roberta Rothkin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to roberta .rothkin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Roberta Rothkin

Ossining, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Betty Harry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to bettharry

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Betty Harry

Eugene, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Emily Holcomb  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to holcomb.emily

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Emily Holcomb

Albuquerque, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Holly Riker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to hriker

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Holly Riker

Harwood, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
catherine portman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to cportman

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

catherine portman

woodland, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tony Lash  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to tclash

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tony Lash

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Troy Burns  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to troy

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Troy Burns

Marietta, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Grinstein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to davidg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Grinstein

Waltham, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
jerome hoffman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to joffman

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

jerome hoffman

Brooklyn, N.Y., NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Margaret Cole  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to Margaretccole

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Margaret Cole

Saratoga, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Evelyn Morton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to Ktktmm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Evelyn Morton

Oklahoma City, OK 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Magnan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to robert .magnan

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Magnan

Monona, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dixie Lopez  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to dixielopez

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Dixie Lopez

Mountain View, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Fitzpatrick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to fitzlucas

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Fitzpatrick

West Springfield, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Cox  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to dendrobian 999999

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Susan Cox

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carla Mae Streeter , OP  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to streeter

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carla Mae Streeter, OP

Saint Louis, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Betty Ford  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:35 AM
Please respond to bfordx2

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Betty Ford

Midlothian, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gary Steinmann  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to bassbot

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gary Steinmann

San Luis Obispo, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Larry Goodwin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to larry .goodwin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Larry Goodwin

Laytonsville, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gena Crow  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to gena56

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gena Crow

Victoria, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Frank Koscielski   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to ac2668

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Frank Koscielski

Grosse Pointe Park, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Molly Hauck  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to mollyphauck

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Molly Hauck

Kensington, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Merrill Ahrens  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to smojo9

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Merrill Ahrens

Portland, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rick and Sharon Norlund   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to norlundfamilyent

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rick and Sharon Norlund

Durham, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Martin Mason  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to martymoose 05

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional, and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – shows the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Martin Mason

Highland Heights, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
June Grifo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to lovtruth .jg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

June Grifo

Mendham, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joanna Behrens  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to jbehrens 32

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joanna Behrens

Star Valley Ranch, WY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wally Bubelis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to wbubelis

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Wally Bubelis

Seattle, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
audrey ross  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to audreymross

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

audrey ross

tucson, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Carlson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to prcmarc

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mary Carlson

Palo Alto,, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Prevost  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to lambeausouth

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Prevost

St. Petersburg, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Francis Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to fsmity

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Francis Smith

Port Saint Lucie, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Rissenberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to david

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David Rissenberg

Andes, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Romily Perry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to romilyp

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Romily Perry

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bert Whitehair  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to bpwhitehair

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bert Whitehair

Lake City, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Clemson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to mclemson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Clemson

Long Beach, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Edward Hubbard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to edhubbard

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Edward Hubbard

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Ferrari   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to jferrari

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joseph Ferrari

Toledo, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Fairfield  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to rifbeach

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Fairfield

Bonita Springs, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dave Searles  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to ecotopian

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dave Searles

Brodhead, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
larry cutshaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to larry .cutshaw

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

larry cutshaw

chuckey, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thom Trunnell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to thomgayle 7

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Thom Trunnell

Knoxville, TN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Denise Kobylarz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to denisekoby

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Denise Kobylarz

Pequannock, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eve Eskew  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to evesq

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Eve Eskew

Carrollton, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gary Mccoig  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to Gmccoig

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gary Mccoig

Corpus Christi, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Katherine NiKeefe  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to ruby1310

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Katherine NiKeefe

Santa Fe, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Andruski  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to swandruski

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stephen Andruski

Rockville, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Harold Robinson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to vtyankee

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Harold Robinson

Talladega, AL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Bonetti  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to johnbonetti

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Bonetti

Portland, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carolyn Strickland  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to Cmstrickland

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carolyn Strickland

Montgomery, AL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Timothy Mullen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to timothy .mullen3

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Timothy Mullen

Saint Charles, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ann legg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to anndereklegg

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

ann legg

Richmond, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Harli Rabow  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to Harli

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Harli Rabow

San jose, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julie Adams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to julie .adams

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Julie Adams

Louisville, KY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Frank Rees  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to fjrees 47

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Frank Rees

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patrick O'Meara  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to pat_omeara

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patrick O'Meara

Clearwater, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
sheelagh rabo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to rabo1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

sheelagh rabo

armonk, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marlene Warkoczewski   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to warkom

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marlene Warkoczewski

Coatesville, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Goldschmidt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to david

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Goldschmidt

Oakland, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Bain  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to me

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Bain

Cape Coral, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elaine Eudy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to alpha_b

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elaine Eudy

East Point, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Malcolm Bastron  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to demlt01

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Malcolm Bastron

Rochester, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Ehrenspeck  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to ehrenspeck 20905

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Susan Ehrenspeck

Silver Spring, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Karmin Davis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to karmindavis

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Karmin Davis

Sutter, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cindy Jackson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to Cjackson 1601

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Cindy Jackson

Minneapolis, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Gebhard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to egebhard

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eric Gebhard

Chandler, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Teresa Mays  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to tlmays

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Teresa Mays

Glendale, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeanne Shaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to dede2000

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections. There are so many breaking 
the law with campaign funds we are all wondering if you will do your job and 
stop them. 

Jeanne Shaw

Denver, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lonnie Albrecht  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to lonniealbrecht

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lonnie Albrecht

Lake Panasoffkee, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Beverly Poncia  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to bmp1950

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Beverly Poncia

Lower Lake, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Suzanne Challinor  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to schallfa

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Suzanne Challinor

Denver, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joathan Raney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to phoenixjon

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joathan Raney

Bellingham, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathi Ridgway  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to ridgkathi 43213

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kathi Ridgway

Columbus, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Chismar  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to nanlc999

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy Chismar

Edison, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Lipke  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to plipke

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul Lipke

Montague, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
june linhart  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to june.linhart

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

june linhart

RALEIGH, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
LYNNE HIRSCHELMAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to lhirschelman

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

LYNNE HIRSCHELMAN

novi, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Harvey Sherman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to shermanh

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Harvey Sherman

St. Paul, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sandra Woodall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to lswoodall

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sandra Woodall

San Antonio, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David White  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to dwhite

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David White

Arlington, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
R. Peter Burnham  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:36 AM
Please respond to rpburnham

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

R. Peter Burnham

Lawrence. MA, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Booker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to tebooker

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Booker

Knoxville, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marjorie Frazier  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to frazier 1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marjorie Frazier

Waterford, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Don Hollingsworth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to hpeonies

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Don Hollingsworth

Maryville, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fred Fawcett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to fredfawcett

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Fred Fawcett

Lafayette, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fred Fawcett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to fredfawcett

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Fred Fawcett

Lafayette, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donna Curry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to donnac

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Donna Curry

Westport Island, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Ford-Ortiz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to fordortiz

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Elizabeth Ford-Ortiz

Coupeville, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dave Ogilvie  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to dogilvie 543

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dave Ogilvie

Santa Barbara, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stina Leicht  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to s3lkie

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stina Leicht

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gerald Campisi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to Parrshooter

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gerald Campisi

Myrtle Beach, SC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Saenger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to elizabethsaenger

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elizabeth Saenger

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dave Freeman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to dadsrodshop

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Dave Freeman

Camp Verde, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Rouzer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to tgrouzer

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Thomas Rouzer

Rock Hill, SC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jo Hills  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to spooncottage

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jo Hills

Germantown, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Frank Robusto  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to frobusto

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Frank Robusto

Rhinebeck, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pamela Evans  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to gardenqueen

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Pamela Evans

Kemp, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Greg Cahill  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to gregfcahill

War is Peace, etc. - Double Speak is alive and well at the FEC and the 
perversion of Citizens United appears to reign there among what are clearly 
Republican partisans.

Greg Cahill

Culver City, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jonathan Wieder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to jwieder

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jonathan Wieder

Berkeley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Melissa B Shakman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to melissa .shakman

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Melissa B Shakman

Chicago, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gladys A Sanderson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to gsander446

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gladys A Sanderson

Albany, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bette Andresen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to bjandresen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Bette Andresen

Ojo Caliente, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jerri Andreasen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to jerri

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jerri Andreasen

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John and Peggy Mitchell   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to jpmitch

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John and Peggy Mitchell

Hurst, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Hommel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to bhommel9

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Hommel

Loveland, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Peterson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to jtpetersoncrna

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Peterson

Kingwood, WV 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Timothy Yoder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to timyoder

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Timothy Yoder

Highwood, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marlene Perrotte  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to marlenep

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marlene Perrotte

Albuquerque, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Aaron Dougherty  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to a

Why is a corporation's anonymity protected by law?  How does it serve 
Americans' interest to allow corporations to secretly buy election results?

Aaron Dougherty

Kansas City, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Steve Dietrich  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to sdietrich

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Steve Dietrich

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peter Wohl  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to Peterwohlmaine

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Peter Wohl

Oakland, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ron Chelland  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to roadrunnerronc

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ron Chelland

Norton Shores, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Margaret Herten  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to magghert

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Margaret Herten

Cleveland, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Claire Carsman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to ccarsman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Claire Carsman

Palm Springs, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ann Bianchi Quota  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to annbq.box

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ann Bianchi Quota

new paltz, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judy Rhee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to Judyrhee

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Judy Rhee

Brooklyn, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nick Berezansky  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to nick

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nick Berezansky

Ridgewood, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
April Davenport  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to aprilyd

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

April Davenport

Austin, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Matteucci  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to jamie_matteucci

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Matteucci

Northville, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tim Breeze-Thorndike  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to timbreeze

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tim Breeze-Thorndike

Medford, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chad Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to ckenjohnson

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Chad Johnson

Long Beach, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Hamm  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to robert -hamm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Hamm

Edmond, OK 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendy Nunes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to Wenz

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Wendy Nunes

Santa Rosa, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Bendzunas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to claylady 46

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Barbara Bendzunas

Comer, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Scott Bishop  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to sbishop

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Scott Bishop

Olympia, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Theresa Rubin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to tessra 2

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Theresa Rubin

Pittsboro, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Victoria Roberts  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to verver 9

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Victoria Roberts

Albuquerque, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kim Carpenter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to kimcarpenter

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kim Carpenter

North Plainfield, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Larson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to scorch1348

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Christopher Larson

Saint Paul, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Robar  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to robar

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stephen Robar

Limestone, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roger Barnes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to rogerbarnes 51

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Roger Barnes

Webster Groves, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lorraine Taggart   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to artzlatagg

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lorraine Taggart

Berkeley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kevin Hansen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to hankaiwen

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kevin Hansen

Elkton, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Martin Carrillo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to Rosimartin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Martin Carrillo

Pasadena, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Liz Schmidt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to liz

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Liz Schmidt

Ashland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Dixon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to james .p.dixon

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Dixon

New London, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Margit Gedra  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to msgedra

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Margit Gedra

Greenbelt, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ariel Schwalb  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to ajschwalb

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ariel Schwalb

bridgewater, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Russell Purcey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to rpurceyathome

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Russell Purcey

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Arkady Vyatchanin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to arkadyv 84

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Arkady Vyatchanin

Gainesville, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michele Biggane  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to mmbigg

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michele Biggane

West Chester, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gerald Campisi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to Parrshooter

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gerald Campisi

Myrtle Beach, SC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bob Haugen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to crystalbobh

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bob Haugen

Crystal, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anthony Pedatella  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to apedatella

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Anthony Pedatella

Pleasantville, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Abigail Bates  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to abbiebates

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Abigail Bates

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
george & christy Tomi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to ctomi3r

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

george & christy Tomi

Three Rivers, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Duehn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to duehn2

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Barbara Duehn

Arlington, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patricia Dufau  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to pjd92673

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patricia Dufau

San Clemente, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Acadia Cutschall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to acadia .experiment

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Acadia Cutschall

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
m wilkinson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to mwilkinson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

m wilkinson

Lubbock, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diane Montooth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to dmontooth

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Diane Montooth

Acworth, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Catherine Corwin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to catcorwin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Catherine Corwin

Santa Monica, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Aida Sheets  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to aida

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Aida Sheets

St. Petersburg, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patricia Kenna  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to patriciamkenna

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patricia Kenna

Maple Grove, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gail Price  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to resortmom

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gail Price

Bloomington, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Annette Ancel-Wisner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to Annette 317

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Annette Ancel-Wisner

Shell Lake, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eschwan Winding  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to ezshwan4art

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eschwan Winding

Ashland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Kusiolek  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to robertkusiolek

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Kusiolek

Lisle, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Waldemar Kalinowski   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to srchrnet

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Waldemar Kalinowski

Pacific Palisades, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cheryl McAtee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to mcateesfarm

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cheryl McAtee

Vancouver, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
david jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to topazventures

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

david jones

lyons, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Matthew Tyler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:37 AM
Please respond to tyle0045

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Matthew Tyler

Finland, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard M Vartanian  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to acesrmv

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard M Vartanian

Pasadena, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brian MacWhinney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to macw

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Brian MacWhinney

PIttsburgh, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Killian Cassidy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to plaiddragon

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Killian Cassidy

Escondido, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Wyly  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to bglwyly

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara Wyly

Belmont, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carol Neill  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to clneill 6312

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.
A person has a pulse, heart, and soul; corporations have none of these.

Carol Neill

Overland Park, KS 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Larry Mason  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to mason

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Larry Mason

Chapel Hill, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ron Arzaga  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to hayop

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ron Arzaga

Sacramento, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ronald Powell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to rbpowell 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ronald Powell

Cortland, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kiley Sandoval  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to ksandoval

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kiley Sandoval

Norco, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeffrey Hearn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to jjmh57

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jeffrey Hearn

Hatboro, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Courtice  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to bugsbrew

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Daniel Courtice

Chico, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rob Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to robss2254

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rob Johnson

El Cajon, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Butler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to cwizard 01

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Butler

Hemet, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Scott MacDougall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to turasoir

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Scott MacDougall

Jersey City, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ronald Sowers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to ronaldsowers

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ronald Sowers

Kalamazoo, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Loretta Ayrer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to lorettamb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Loretta Ayrer

Myrtle Beach, SC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brenda Morgan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to bd.morgan

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Brenda Morgan

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vera Krokonko  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to kav1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Vera Krokonko

Cranberry Twp., PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dona Blakely  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to dblakely 47

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dona Blakely

Carlotta, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elise Witt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to emworld

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elise Witt

Pine Lake, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Edmund W Boyle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to ewboyle

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Edmund W Boyle

Upper Darby, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Leslie Young  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to leslieyoung

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Leslie Young

Bloomington, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Matthew Chilsen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to chilisan

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Matthew Chilsen

Kenosha, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Peterson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to mjplinks

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Peterson

Perham, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Beth Brenneman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to mbbrenneman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mary Beth Brenneman

Sturgis, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sean Kennedy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to seankennedy 31

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sean Kennedy

Phoenix, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
peter fabris  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to p.a.fabris

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

peter fabris

marlboro, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Uma Veloo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to uveloo

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Uma Veloo

Honolulu, HI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patricia LaRocco  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to patl602mor

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patricia LaRocco

Fair Lawn, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Scott Dulas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to goodbubba

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Scott Dulas

Duluth, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
George Bourlotos  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to mcgb50

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

George Bourlotos

Belleville, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher D'Amato  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to christopherdamato

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Christopher D'Amato

Blairstown, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Barker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to mfrances 52

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mary Barker

Lancaster, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Pampalone  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to bpampalone

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Please help keep our elections the will of the people and not of the money 
that buys elections.  We are supposed to have a democracy.

Barbara Pampalone

Chatsworth, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephanie Feyne  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to stefeyne

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephanie Feyne

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Peischel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to bpeischel

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Peischel

Mount Laurel, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jason Steadmon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to jasonsteadmon

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jason Steadmon

Boulder City, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
margaret dunlevy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to dunlevynyc

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

margaret dunlevy

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Laura Pisowicz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to laura .pisowicz

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Laura Pisowicz

Fishers, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ron Barr  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to Rwhb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ron Barr

Newport, RI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Matthew Reardon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to matthew .reardon

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Matthew Reardon

Somerville, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Teresa Gilbert  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to terigilb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Teresa Gilbert

Weeki Wachee, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Norman Jean  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to wesj60

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Norman Jean

Round Rock, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vinayak Vinayak  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to Vinayakeha

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Vinayak Vinayak

Kihei, HI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vinayak Vinayak  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to Vinayakeha

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Vinayak Vinayak

Kihei, HI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donna Wagoner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to wagoner .donna

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Donna Wagoner

Woodleaf, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Therese Maher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to tmaher

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Therese Maher

Sinsinawa, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Quinn Dilkes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to quinndilkes

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Quinn Dilkes

Iowa City, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendy Hansen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to whansen

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wendy Hansen

Aromas, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Frank Modic  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to gfemodi

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Frank Modic

Newark, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy L Carl  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to dlnlcarl 2

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy L Carl

Carlton, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Marshall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to marshajohn

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Marshall

Albuquerque, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alan Guma  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to alanjguma

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alan Guma

Bronxville, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Klafter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to dbklafter

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Klafter

Brookline, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Zimmer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to sezgenie 70

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Susan Zimmer

Leland, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dana Jeffery  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to dana.jeffery

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

We the People wish to see better oversight and an end to loopholes that allow 
money influencing our elections.

Dana Jeffery

Jericho, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joe Weis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to jdkwww

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joe Weis

Reedley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom Jarozynski  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to Jarozynski

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tom Jarozynski

somerdale, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Bruns, MBA  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to markrbruns

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mark Bruns, MBA

Maryland Heights Mo, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
angela jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to angela .jones

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

angela jones

novato, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carole Sarcinello  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to justcaroles

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carole Sarcinello

Greeneville, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roland Van Liew  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to rolandv

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Roland Van Liew

Chelmsford, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Galloway  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to cgalloway 86

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Christopher Galloway

Ridgewood, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gonzalo Giannotti   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to gonzalojgiannotti

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gonzalo Giannotti

Philadelphia, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brendan ODonnell   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to brendan

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Brendan ODonnell

saratoga springs, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nicole Gellineau  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to nikkigelly

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nicole Gellineau

Beacon, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
EAnn Baldwin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to anna.ichinen

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

EAnn Baldwin

Carrsville, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brent Ewing  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to ewingbg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Brent Ewing

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Grady Richardson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to gradyr1953

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Grady Richardson

Houston, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
david young  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:38 AM
Please respond to dyoung112060

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

david young

lauderdale lakes, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Virginia Utt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to uttmost

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Virginia Utt

Melbourne, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dan Selak  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to rdselak

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dan Selak

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dawn Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to dawnj

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dawn Jones

Wellman, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alec Rodden  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to awol2489

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Alec Rodden

Thornton, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Steve Lininger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to slininger 49er

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Steve Lininger

Grand Prairie, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dave Wilson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to wave428

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dave Wilson

Morristown, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Randy Maxfield  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to maxfieldoriginals

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Randy Maxfield

Salem, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Francie Portnoy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to francieep

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Francie Portnoy

Greensboro, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cletus Kuhn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to cletusk

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cletus Kuhn

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
judith bergson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to judithbergson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

judith bergson

Somerville, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dale Hillard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to hillard

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dale Hillard

Salinas, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
B Bain  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to bonnie .bain

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

B Bain

Cedar City, UT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Aryeh Wineman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to AryehWineman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Aryeh Wineman

Northampton, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Wright  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to mwright

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Wright

Pittsburgh, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gordon Messling  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to touchingback

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gordon Messling

Jasper, AR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Randy Nies  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to rnies99

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Randy Nies

Minneapolis, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Douglas Burr  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to DBurr

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Douglas Burr

Salt Lake City, UT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Beals  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to nbeals2409

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nancy Beals

Hamden, CT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lawrence Kegeles  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to lsk5

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lawrence Kegeles

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bayard Breeding  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to bayardbreeding

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bayard Breeding

Highlands Ranch, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Zeke Duran III   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to eduraniii

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Zeke Duran III

Houston, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rick Burton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to rick .burton

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rick Burton

Charleston, SC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Martin Carmody  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to pcarmody

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Martin Carmody

Shrewsbury, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
K.G.H. Nicholes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to kghn

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult to prevent non-citizen 
money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign money 
flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds makes 
this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of many 
electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against foreign 
nationals injecting money into U.S. elections.  The FEC should require full 
disclosure of political spending.  Our current law forbids candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs - enforcement needs to be better.

K.G.H. Nicholes

Martinsdale, MT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cynthia Childs  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to cchilds

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cynthia Childs

Eugene, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vernon Weaver  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to electricweavers

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Vernon Weaver

Southport, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Constantine Bogios  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to costabass

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Constantine Bogios

Walnut Creek, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shaytu Schwandes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to shaytu

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Shaytu Schwandes

Silver Spring, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Rendall   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to chrisrendall

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Christopher Rendall

Appleton, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Liz Garratt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to erpeldinggarratt

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Liz Garratt

Indianapolis, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Chalkley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to tomchalkley

The Citizens United ruling is nothing short of legalized corruption. We have a 
fuzzy-thinking, naive Justice Anthony Kennedy to thank for validating the 
twisted notion that "money equals speech." George Orwell summarized the  
results in "Animal Farm" - "All animals are equal but some are more equal than 
others." I think the Citizen United decision is an extremely destructive blow 
against the foundations of American democracy. It benefits a new class of 
oligarchs to the detriment of everyone else.

Thomas Chalkley

Baltimore, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pat Lindsay  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to Clarkiediva

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Pat Lindsay

Arvada, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jean Kuhn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to jgk2002

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jean Kuhn

Bedminster, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathy Scheiwe  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to kscheiwe

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathy Scheiwe

Long Beach, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James & Sharrelj Houx  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to jimhoux 1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James & Sharrelj Houx

Fairway, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gillian Suess  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to twiggeroni

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gillian Suess

Cedarville, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Stallone  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to johnrstallone

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Stallone

San Jose, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michelle boylan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to kuklaboylan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michelle boylan

fort plain, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Lawrence  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to rlawren 1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Lawrence

Baltimore, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Himan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to mwh405

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mark Himan

Ames, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bob Atwood  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to bobatwood 60

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bob Atwood

Redding, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Eckler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to jrecklerjr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Eckler

Lakewood, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Hays  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to jhays317

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

James Hays

Seattle, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
sheila barry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to dragonfly

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

sheila barry

ribera, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Monroe  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to mmonroe

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Monroe

Brookline, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Sarabasha  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to sarabasha

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Susan Sarabasha

West Danby, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ava Venturelli  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to syrn8y

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ava Venturelli

Orcutt, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rhoda Levine  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to rhodadir

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rhoda Levine

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Lange  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to langepa

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul Lange

Quincy, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Zapalac  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to citizen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

James Zapalac

Millington, TN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Oriel Eaton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to orieleaton

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Oriel Eaton

Nyack, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jorge Herrera  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to texaspioneer 2000

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jorge Herrera

Dallas, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
kathleen lambert  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to kathleenlambert 10

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

kathleen lambert

bradenton, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patrick Twomey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to ptwomey

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patrick Twomey

Oakland, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Annie Houston  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to Annihouston

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Annie Houston

Washington, DC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cyrene Aksman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to margoaksm

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cyrene Aksman

Ypsilanti, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Larry Bjorndal  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to bjorndallj

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Larry Bjorndal

Three Forks, MT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wanda Lotus  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to wandathelotus

In order for this country to work as a true democracy, for people to know who 
they are voting for and why, we need to know who is sponsoring which 
candidates and to what extent. When the FEC withholds this information it is 
colluding with corrupt financiers to sway the government into one direction or 
another instead of allowing it to truly be "for the people, by the people".

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wanda Lotus

BRONX, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mari McShane  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to mcshane

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mari McShane

Pittsburgh, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
pamela Garver  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to Pamjc

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

pamela Garver

Salem, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nisi Berryman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to Nisi

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nisi Berryman

Miami Beach, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bob Thomas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to rockthomas

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bob Thomas

Myrtle Creek, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Clif Cox  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to Clif

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Clif Cox

Eugene, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Mattson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to danimal .mattson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Daniel Mattson

Kenosha, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anthony Magarelli   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to amagarelli 665

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Anthony Magarelli

West Orange, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jorge Gonzalez  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to Jorgeluis 007

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jorge Gonzalez

doral, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Devlon Clouser  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to devlon

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Devlon Clouser

Novato, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lee Miller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to lsm.lsm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lee Miller

St. Petersburg, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charlene Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to cramscaj

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Charlene Johnson

Wesley Chapel, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Norton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to mj .miraclo

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Norton

Eagleville, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Miazga  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to miazg003

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mark Miazga

Saint Paul, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peter Voris  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to pvoris

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Peter Voris

Las Cruces, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Hal Singer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to hal

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Hal Singer

North Las Vegas, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
S. Scott  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to prokrastin 8tr

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

S. Scott

Chicago, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shauna Startzel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to sruddystar

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Shauna Startzel

Woodinville, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Karen Klingston  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to klingstonkaren 88

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Karen Klingston

PRESCOTT VLY, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Nickum  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to jgnickum

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Nickum

Fountain Hills, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lindsay Scott  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:39 AM
Please respond to lfscott 1982

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lindsay Scott

little rock, AR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Angela Barton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to abarton

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Angela Barton

Brattleboro, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carlene Estacion  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to carlene

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carlene Estacion

Sedona, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Seiple  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to danbev22

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Daniel Seiple

North Canton, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jason Miller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to integrityjason 02

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jason Miller

Philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dusty Street  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to flylowdj

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dusty Street

Cleveland, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Deborah Stedman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to ds43

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Deborah Stedman

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jim Campagna  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to fjcampagna

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jim Campagna

Petaluma, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Claude Majchrowicz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mackcj

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Claude Majchrowicz

Amherst, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Greg Sletten  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to sletten

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Greg Sletten

New Richmond, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Watson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to bison

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Watson

Sonoma, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Henry Browning  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to htbrowning

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Henry Browning

Erie, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Jilk  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to bjjilk

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara Jilk

Winona, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Gruer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to lgruer

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda Gruer

Shelton, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
neil wellington  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to ntwellington

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

neil wellington

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Karolyn Burdick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to jckburdick

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Karolyn Burdick

Clallam Bay, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sonja Leonardleonard   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to sonja

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Sonja Leonardleonard

denver, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Max Barack  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to maxbarack

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Max Barack

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Meyer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to meyerrw

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Meyer

Seattle, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vincent De Stefano  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to vdestefano

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Vincent De Stefano

Pasadena, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William M. Musser IV  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to wmusseriv

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

William M. Musser IV

Fairfield, CT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Flanagan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to rpflanag

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Richard Flanagan

Fairfield, ME 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carol Harder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to cjharder 4

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carol Harder

Germantown, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathryn Burns  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to burnszilla

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathryn Burns

Buena Park, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Colin Ramsay  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to cacramsay

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Colin Ramsay

Sebastopol, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rod Cook  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to rwcook56

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rod Cook

Des Moines, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Thomas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to lwtcon

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynn Thomas

Hyde Park, UT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Andrew Dreasler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to adreasler

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Andrew Dreasler

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Russ Vernon-Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to russvj

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Russ Vernon-Jones

Amherst, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chip Kiger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to kiger

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Chip Kiger

Eugene, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tynan Hooker-Haring  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to tynan9

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tynan Hooker-Haring

Breinigsville, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Kelley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to kathleenkelley 48108

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathleen Kelley

Ann Arbor, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Betsie Blumberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to betsieblumberg

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Betsie Blumberg

Centre Hall, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rita Klein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to ritamcgklein

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rita Klein

Miami, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Margaret Hasselman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mhasselm

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Margaret Hasselman

ALBANY, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paula Guenon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to vcmenterprises

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paula Guenon

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Trudy Lindaman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to Tlindaman

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Trudy Lindaman

San Luis Obispo, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Liss  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mliss

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mary Liss

Brookfield, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dennis Stephen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to dkstephen

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dennis Stephen

Centerville, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sonia Immasche  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to Simmasch

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sonia Immasche

Fort collins, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Killelea  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mjkillelea

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Killelea

Cherry Hill, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Nelson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to ndepth

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David Nelson

Wilmington, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mike Paradise  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mikepara

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mike Paradise

Rice Lake, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ofer Inbar  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to cos+pol

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ofer Inbar

Cambridge, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sylvia Russell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to swr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sylvia Russell

Durham, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
J. Stemmler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to stemmlej

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

J. Stemmler

Renton, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Larry Crist  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to larrycrist 13

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Larry Crist

Seattle, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ron Mittan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to rgmittan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ron Mittan

Bemidji, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Dale  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to rdale503

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Dale

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michele Bloom  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mbloom1114

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michele Bloom

Shepherdstown, WV 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Bridges  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to terry_bridges

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Linda Bridges

Athens, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sharon Baker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to Skb38goshen

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sharon Baker

Palmer Lake, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julia Dalton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to jdalton3

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Julia Dalton

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Justin Quick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to j3quick

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Justin Quick

Denver, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
BrendaLee Lennick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mrs .sapience

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

BrendaLee Lennick

Tallahassee, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to swannsmith

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stephen Smith

Charlottesville, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brian Runyon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to bjrunyon 87

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Brian Runyon

Cincinnati, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jac, van Sitteren  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to jacvsitteren

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jac, van Sitteren

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marian Kadota  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to Marianwho

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Marian Kadota

Carpinteria, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Leuise Crumble  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to butterflypeace 94

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Leuise Crumble

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Lou Copp  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to mlagil

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Lou Copp

Mountain View, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kristin Webb  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to kwebb

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kristin Webb

Danvers, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Arthur Eisenbrey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to arthur .eisenbrey

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Arthur Eisenbrey

Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Reed  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to robtsreed

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Reed

Lake Elsinore, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Munk  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to dmunk

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Munk

Carbondale, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jamie Darr-Hall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to jamiedarrhall

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jamie Darr-Hall

Katy, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Herb Caponi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to hjcaponi

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Herb Caponi

Upper Saint Clair, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shari & Deann Piehl  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to sdpiehl

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Shari & Deann Piehl

Appleton, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Vorce  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:40 AM
Please respond to ktjd

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathleen Vorce

Boxborough, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kriss Perras  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to malibu .arts.journal

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kriss Perras

Malibu, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Agee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to magee

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Agee

North Adams, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathryn Christian  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to KRelayer

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kathryn Christian

Grand Junction, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
jeffrey thomas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jethomas

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

jeffrey thomas

augusta, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Frank Broadbent  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to frank .broadbent4

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Frank Broadbent

Brunswick, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cassie Gurganus  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to cass

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Cassie Gurganus

Big Pine Key, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Antonio Triana  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to r10triana

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Antonio Triana

Cortland, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Colleen Hamilton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to colleen .hamilton24

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Colleen Hamilton

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shauna Lynn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to shaunalove 111

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Shauna Lynn

Shelburne Falls, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Vaughn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to Discgolfur

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Vaughn

Lorain, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jennifer Shaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to shaw000

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jennifer Shaw

San Francisco, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
eleanor breinan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to elliebreinan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

eleanor breinan

glastonbury, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Collins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to gilu1313

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara Collins

Stone, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vance Feyereisen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to feyerup

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Vance Feyereisen

Gregory, SD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Hurst-Waitz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to brave_e

The law and courts say candidates are supposed to be "truly independent" from 
super PACs and and the staff of super PACs that support those candidates.  The 
FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should also require disclosure of 
political spending and close loopholes that allow foreign money to influence 
U.S. elections.  People are people!  Corporations are not!

Elizabeth Hurst-Waitz

Albuquerque, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Thorson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to tdthorson 55

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Thorson

Custer, SD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Adam Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to atticus 714

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Adam Johnson

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julia Hudgens  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jfhudgens

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Julia Hudgens

Sterling Heights, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joanne Macias  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jfs152

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joanne Macias

Des Plaines, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chris Date  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to cjdate7781

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Chris Date

Healdsburg, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roberta Wombacher   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to bwombac

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Roberta Wombacher

San Anselmo, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Evan Ingle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to Caduceus 3

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Evan Ingle

San Diego, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Darryl Carstensen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to darrylpcarstensen

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Darryl Carstensen

Highland, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Grossett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to guitarflint

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Grossett

Fort Collins, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Freid  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to d1freid1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Freid

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Avianna Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to aviannajones

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Avianna Jones

Idyllwild, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nathan Haley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to Nathan_haley

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nathan Haley

Kansas City, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jim Gragel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jgragel

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jim Gragel

Sagamore Hills, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Maija Schaefer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to maija .schaefer

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections.

The possibility of foreign money flowing through groups that do not disclose 
the sources of their funds makes this issue especially urgent, considering the 
international scope of many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen 
the rules against foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and 
it should also require full disclosure of political spending and prevent 
candidates from coordinating with super PACs.

Please take action immediately to combat corruption of the election process.

Maija Schaefer

Novato, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Beverly Morris  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to beverlymorris 60

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Beverly Morris

Cape Canaveral, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Adam Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to atticus 714

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Adam Johnson

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to michaelpaulsmith 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Smith

Winchester, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Williams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to usersuz

Any little thing (or any big thing) your agency can do to strangle the tsunami 
of big money into our elections process should be done asap. My opinion is 
that only those who are qualified to vote should be allowed to make donations 
to political campaigns. Just think of all the problematic players this would 
eliminate!

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Susan Williams

Lakewood, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
magali lachot  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to lachotmagali

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

magali lachot

Peoria, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Moyer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to tm4600

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Moyer

Souderton, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Ackerman, M.D.  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to johnmackerman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Ackerman, M.D.

Santa Barbara, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nisi Berryman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to Nisi

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nisi Berryman

Miami Beach, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Steven Prow  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to steveprow

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Steven Prow

Henderson, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charles McPherson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to cmcpherson 814

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Charles McPherson

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lawrence Pfeffer   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to ursine

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lawrence Pfeffer

Arlington, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Z. Vijay Director  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to vijay

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Z. Vijay Director

Black Mountain, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Schwartz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to lizschwartz 5

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elizabeth Schwartz

Long Island City, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dan Selby  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to danselby

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dan Selby

Santa Cruz, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ryan Wilkerson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to wilkerson .ryan.c

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ryan Wilkerson

Bothell, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Levenstien  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to levensm

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mark Levenstien

Philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Zier  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to markzier

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mark Zier

San Francisco, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nisi Berryman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to Nisi

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nisi Berryman

Miami Beach, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alison Anderson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to anderaa

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alison Anderson

Philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
eric trammel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to keithmcdowell 9

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

eric trammel

Belen, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Martin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to mary .j.martin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Martin

St Charles, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gale Strong  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to gale1958

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gale Strong

Pass Christian, MS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Erick Mudge  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to fomorianwolf

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Erick Mudge

Oak Ridge, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Steven Wood  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to sawoodjr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Steven Wood

syracuse, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rick Cochran  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to rick .cochran

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rick Cochran

McKinney, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Warren Powell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to wpowell

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Warren Powell

Rexford, MT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Krissly Walter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to krissly .walter

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Krissly Walter

Tumwater, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Phinney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to cooper448

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara Phinney

Bozeman, MT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rob Heist  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to rheist

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rob Heist

East Fallowfield, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wayne Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to wsmith

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wayne Smith

Santa Clarita, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathy Henry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to kshenry 56

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kathy Henry

Rimrock, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Annie Richardson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to arichardson 65

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Annie Richardson

St Petersburg, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Murphy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to leoasc

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jane Murphy

Ripley, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Constantine N. Kossifos  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to dinosnk

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Constantine N. Kossifos

Dennis  Port, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Finan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jfinan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joseph Finan

Olathe, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Doyle Sebesta  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to beautiful .france

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Doyle Sebesta

Fayetteville, AR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Forbes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to wforbes

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Forbes

Saint Paul, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Gfrerer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to Janelgfrerer

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jane Gfrerer

Edina, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lloyd Johnston  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to lajceoigthi

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lloyd Johnston

Seattle, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Heather von Hortenau   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to heathbarre

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Heather von Hortenau

Fort Collins, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Arthur Trefzger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to blue.phoenix.fire.09

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Arthur Trefzger

Sacramento, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kristin Samuelson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to samuelson .kristin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kristin Samuelson

New Orleans, LA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nathan Gray  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to nathan .g.gray

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nathan Gray

Holden, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Virginia Rogers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to ginny .rogers

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Virginia Rogers

Ann Arbor, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marie Markesteyn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to marie

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Marie Markesteyn

Alcalde, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jennifer Wright  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jwright

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jennifer Wright

Elk Grove Village, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pat Wynn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to patti

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Pat Wynn

Miami, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Hayne III Palmour  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to hpalmouriii

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Hayne III Palmour

Raleigh, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Zac Bridgman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to chefbob44

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Zac Bridgman

bandon, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jerry Gahan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jerryg125

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jerry Gahan

Twentynine Palms, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cynthia Kovac  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to Sisterboo 41

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cynthia Kovac

Waco, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Keiter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to jbkeiter

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Keiter

Covington, KY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Audas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to ronnee123

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elizabeth Audas

Des Moines, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vikas Menon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to vikasmenon

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Vikas Menon

Jackson Heights, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tim Potter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to timpotter

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tim Potter

San Jose, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Heather Nolan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to brooklynheather

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Heather Nolan

Davis, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Colin Brown  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to colin .d.brown

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Colin Brown

Chicago, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tracy Brown  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to trabrown 1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tracy Brown

Grapevine, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
andy guinn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:41 AM
Please respond to aguinn

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

andy guinn

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Skirbunt-Kozabo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to skozabo

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Skirbunt-Kozabo

Chester, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kenneth Lump  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to kennethlump

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kenneth Lump

Centennial, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carolyn Holliday  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to holliday .carolyn

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carolyn Holliday

Tucson, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kelly Savage  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to theatremamma

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kelly Savage

rock springs, WY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Debbie Westlake  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to dwestlake 545

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Debbie Westlake

Tulsa, OK 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sally Arroyo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to arroyosally

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sally Arroyo

La Quinta, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Gissendaner   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to jamestgissendanersr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Gissendaner

louisville, KY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ronald Mayer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to ronmayer

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ronald Mayer

Chicago, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Clyde Willson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to clydewillson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Clyde Willson

Oakland, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
P Molinary  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Pjcomo54

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

P Molinary

St peters, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ronald Koury  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rkoury

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ronald Koury

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sarah Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to sarahdjones .4

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sarah Jones

South Lake Tahoe, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ken mcmanamy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to kmechanical 6

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

ken mcmanamy

mantua, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Thomas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to pthomas

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul Thomas

Beaumont, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joyce Selig  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to tobie

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joyce Selig

Elcho, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Saundra Ackler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to sands238

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Saundra Ackler

Dover, NH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Bolker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to tjstudios 1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Remember.  This is supposed to be a functioning democracy.  Not an oligarchy 
with special protections for the fiscal elite.  You're not being asked.  
You're being told.

Thomas Bolker

Middleburg, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nicholas Cowles  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to nrcowles

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nicholas Cowles

Greensboro, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Wheeler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rl .wheeler1655

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Wheeler

Hampton, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patricia Kremer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to patriciamkremer

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patricia Kremer

Pacifica, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Clark Donahey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rockforsanity

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Clark Donahey

Baldwin Park, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gary W. Munroe Sr  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to gwmsr

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gary W. Munroe Sr

Sierra Vista, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Kindblade  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Jimbojunction

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathleen Kindblade

Denver, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Shaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to kramernshaw

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Shaw

Pahoa, HI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
victor ortega  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to vicort 47

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

victor ortega

Windsor, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Larry Bailey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to lbailey9693

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Larry Bailey

Redding, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Dowling  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to cod188

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Christopher Dowling

Austin, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Josephine Hanschke   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to johan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Josephine Hanschke

Statesboro, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Josephine Hanschke   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to johan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Josephine Hanschke

Statesboro, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Valerie Bartolo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to valeriebartolo

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Valerie Bartolo

Aventura, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Debra Myerd  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Dmyers

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Debra Myerd

Sunland, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Bryce  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rbryce 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Bryce

Everett, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Fouts  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to p_fouts

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Fouts

Bloomington, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Laura Kramer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to kramer .laura.c

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Laura Kramer

Bryn Mawr, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ray Jarosz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rayjarosz 82

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ray Jarosz

Montgomery Creek, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gwen Wellman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Gwenwellman

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gwen Wellman

Ormond beach, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Allison Walsh  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Phoebe102030

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Allison Walsh

Rehoboth, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dennis Kleinsmith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to dtkleinsmith

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dennis Kleinsmith

Lathrup Village, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shelley McDonough  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to mcdonough .shelley

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Shelley McDonough

Indianapolis, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Martha M. Wilson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to marty .wilson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Martha M. Wilson

Belleville, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barry Zakar  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to bz.intellimed

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Barry Zakar

Benicia, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
sandra stanley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to slstanley 38

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

sandra stanley

Minneapolis, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bonnie Frank  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Bfrank

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bonnie Frank

Corte Madera, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Hugh Myers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to hucamyers

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Hugh Myers

Portland, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ann violi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to annvioli

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

ann violi

Harborton, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Maurici  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to jpmaurici

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joseph Maurici

Scottsville, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Martinez  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to lymartinez

It is time to do all in your power to limit or reverse the impact of big money 
on our democracy!

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynn Martinez

Brigham City, UT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Denise Walters  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to drite38

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Denise Walters

Fort Collins, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jim Dale  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to James

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jim Dale

Naples, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julie Fissinger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to juliecfm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Julie Fissinger

Brooklyn, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gary Freeman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to gfree

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gary Freeman

Fort Davis, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Williams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to jdw31247

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Williams

KANSAS CITY, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Herman Carach  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to hcarach

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Herman Carach

Canfield, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jonathan Scott  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to stuff

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jonathan Scott

Vass, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
bob christianson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rchristi 550

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

bob christianson

Red Wing, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Caroline Binder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to ms.c.binder

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Caroline Binder

McConnellsburg, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Williams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to christopherwilliams 36

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Christopher Williams

Memphis, TN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Wilmoth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rgwonline

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Wilmoth

Williamsburg, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
wendy vasquez  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to wendyvasquez 1227

I live in Iowa and the avalanche of political ads has already started here.  I 
have the right to know who is paying for these ads and all voters should know 
who is behind them so we can think about what they are trying to buy.

As I understand it, the reason we don't have information on who is paying for 
these ads is almost entirely because of the FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The 
FEC should restore its previous, commonsense disclosure rules so that 
corporations, billionaires and other powerful interests cannot conceal their 
identities from the public while trying to influence our votes. The FEC should 
also close loopholes that allow candidates to circumvent rules against 
coordination with super PACs and that allow foreign money to influence U.S. 
elections.

wendy vasquez

des moines, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
cliff lanthier  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to kiplanth

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

cliff lanthier

poplar, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Taryn joel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to joeltaryn

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Taryn joel

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Heather Mithoefer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to hmcm411

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Heather Mithoefer

El Prado, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ryan Hall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to itzmehall

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ryan Hall

Quincy, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Angle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to davidrangle

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Angle

Columbia, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dianna Mitzner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to kylescabin

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dianna Mitzner

Markleeville, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Megan Rowell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to megan.e.rowell

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Megan Rowell

Clearwater, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barb Moermond  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to cats .rocks

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barb Moermond

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Martin Laufe  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to mblaufe

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Martin Laufe

Philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chris Larabee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to quill9

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Chris Larabee

Saint Paul, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Davis Callahan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to n.fubar03

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Davis Callahan

carefree, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara McEntee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to bmcentee

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara McEntee

Overland Park, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Karla Frandson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to karla .frandson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Karla Frandson

San Diego, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Pluta  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to snpluta

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy Pluta

Bayside, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ilka List  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to ilka .list

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ilka List

Vineyard Haven, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Karen Leamy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to kcleamy

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Karen Leamy

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Selbin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to sselbin

Corporations are not people and are granted more status than real people!  
This makes no sense - except as a fiction for corporate profit. 

The rejection of FEC commissioners Ann Ravel and Ellen Weintraub formal 
petition to their own agency is a clear example of the above. Their petition 
was REJECTED by right-wing commissioners who claimed that, for the purposes of 
the formal petitioning process, corporations are people, but FEC commissioners 
are not.

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. 

The FEC should strengthen the rules against foreign nationals injecting money 
into U.S. elections, and it should also require full disclosure of political 
spending and prevent candidates from coordinating with super PACs.

Susan Selbin

Albuquerque, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Nash  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to jane.nash

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jane Nash

Acton, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Glenn Mooney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to moon146

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Glenn Mooney

North Smithfield, RI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diane Chatigny  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to dchatign

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Diane Chatigny

Newburyport, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendy Wiberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Wawiberg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wendy Wiberg

Bon Air, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diane McKenna  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to dimcken 8845388

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Diane McKenna

Stratford, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Arroyo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to arroyobob

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Arroyo

La Quinta, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Sanchez  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to rsclayworks

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Richard Sanchez

Eugene, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ANDRE Block  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to afb41

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

ANDRE Block

UNIVERSITY PARK, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vishal Bajaj  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to vbajaj17

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Vishal Bajaj

Chicago, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ps three  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to psthree

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

ps three

madison heights, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Laurie Childers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to lchilders

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Laurie Childers

ADDISON, VT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dave Kopala  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to dkopala

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

p.s. Corporations are NOT!!! people!!!

Dave Kopala

Berwyn, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kenneth Hill  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Quatre 24

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kenneth Hill

Pomona, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Erica Himes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to bhimes2

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Erica Himes

Saint Petersburg, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Butche  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to m-m-butche

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Butche

Aurora, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dennis Nicholson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to dnichol3

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dennis Nicholson

Jackson, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeffry Yaplee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to jsyaplee

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jeffry Yaplee

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Erin Parish-Meyer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to ejp7239

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Erin Parish-Meyer

Bloomington, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ben fairchild  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to ben.fairchild

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs. Weintraub: You are guilty of treason in my eyes!

ben fairchild

ROC, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judy Brady  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to jab

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Judy Brady

Park Ridge, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sarah Meador  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to carapacenator

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sarah Meador

Luling, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Margaret Root  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to Mbroot

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Margaret Root

Buffalo, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Richards  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to dave.w.richards

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David Richards

Plymout, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Halliday  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:42 AM
Please respond to jimhalliday

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Halliday

Newberg, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Russell Kilday-Hicks  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to rkilhick

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Russell Kilday-Hicks

Berkeley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jenny Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to jennyjones

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jenny Jones

North Bend, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gary Plummer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to plummer

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gary Plummer

Mason, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Gerhardt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to el_destructo6350

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Paul Gerhardt

Tacoma, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kate Benton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to kate

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kate Benton

Placerville, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nathan Geiger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to nathangeiger

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nathan Geiger

State College, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charles Woodward  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to cwoodward 1587

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Charles Woodward

Winsted, CT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alex Teplyakov  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to ateplyakov

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alex Teplyakov

Phoenixville, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Matthew Larson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to m.p.larson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Matthew Larson

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gerald Nadreau  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to nadreaugerald

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gerald Nadreau

Tomah, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Annie Bresnahan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to annieb603

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Annie Bresnahan

Atkinson, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
George Bond  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to Gbond4

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

George Bond

New Orleans, LA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lance Polya  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to lpvt14

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lance Polya

Jericho, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dorothy Dankanyin   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to ddankanyin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dorothy Dankanyin

Enfield, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher McKinnon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to macionmhuinn

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Christopher McKinnon

Augusta, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mathew-James Vincent  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to mjjvincent 12

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mathew-James Vincent

Flower Mound, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Porter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to dporter 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Daniel Porter

Portland, ME 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Porter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to dporter 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Daniel Porter

Portland, ME 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Matthew Barre  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to matthew .barre

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Matthew Barre

Elmhurst, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julia Ranft  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:43 AM
Please respond to juliaranft

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Julia Ranft

Hot Springs, AR 


